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 te_2.1.0.0_rc9.10_r12 Unsigned, temporary =~ %> s6 TEMP:Devices:gatt-server mtu 65536 UNSOLVED This is where it gets interesting. However, as soon as I test this by launching gatt-server on the appropriate device, it fails with the following error: Unsupported file: system-daemon-policy.xml I tried manually updating the policy file but that didn't fix it. The file is definitely being copied over
to the device so I'm fairly sure the path is correct. Any ideas? A: s6 provides a way to install packages for your system by fetching packages and unpacking them on the fly. This means that you don't have to manage the installing/uninstalling of packages manually. It is designed for situations where you want to quickly try out a package before you install it and when using it repeatedly is not a concern.
As the description says, s6 makes it possible to install and update packages on the fly. If your phone is out of date, you can update it. You can download and install packages from the Web and from Debian's official repositories, as well as from many third-party sites. By default, s6 downloads the newest version of each package available in Debian's official repositories, and installs it. It works by first

installing a package, unpacking its package contents into a temporary directory (s6-unpack), and then copying the new package to /var/cache/apt/archives (s6-copy). s6-copy is a program that makes it possible to copy a package from the temporary directory to the archive directory, taking into account any conflicting package information. On s6-copy's run, it checks whether there is any package
information for a package whose MD5sum it is trying to copy, and if not, it compares the MD5sum of the package against the MD5sum stored on the mobile device to be sure that the copy of the package has not been tampered with. With s6-copy, the package that is newly copied to /var/cache/apt/archives is indicated as a previously installed package. That is, it is indicated as a package that has been
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